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An Efficient Coordinate Frame Calibration Method
for 3-D Measurement by Multiple Camera Systems
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Abstract—Extrinsic calibration or coordinate frame calibration
of multiple cameras is a critical step for conducting three-dimensional measurement effectively from visual images. Based on the
concept of relative world coordinate system, an efficient method for
calibrating the coordinate frames for multiple cameras has been
developed in this paper. Its basic idea is to compute the transformation matrices between cameras from their individual transformation matrices to a relative world coordinate system such that
its absolute coordinate information is not required and methods
for single camera calibration can be utilized. A solution procedure
that separates rotational parameters from translation parameters
of transformation matrices has been developed where the rotational parameters are obtained first by solving a set of nonlinear
equations involving two Euler angular parameters, while the translational parameters are then calculated analytically. In addition,
equations for calculating the depth information and matching lines
in general cases have been presented. Finally, a detailed numerical
investigation regarding the error and sensitivity analysis of the proposed calibration algorithms has been performed extensively.
Index Terms—Camera calibration, extrinsic parameter calibration, multiple cameras, stereo cameras, three-dimensional (3-D)
measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

AMERA calibration in computer vision is the process of
determining the internal geometric and optical characteristics (intrinsic parameters) and the three-dimensional (3-D) position and orientation of a camera frame relative to a certain
world coordinate system (extrinsic parameters) for the purpose
of inferring 3-D information from computer image coordinates
or computer image coordinates from 3-D information [24]. It is
a necessary and critical step for successful applications of computer vision in many real-world problems, ranging from locating
objects, targets, or features in measurement or pattern recognition, to calculating the position and orientation of moving
cameras in robotics or automation, and to verifying or confirming hypotheses regarding the state of world in assembly or
inspection.
Extensive research and experiments on camera calibration
have been conducted from the perspective of computer vision
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and robotic vision over the last two decades. There are two
major calibration methods, the photogrammetric calibration that
must be performed by observing a calibration object whose
geometry in 3-D space is known with high precision, and
the self-calibration that can be conducted without the use of
any calibration object by moving a camera in a static scene.
Major existing photogrammetric calibration technologies include full-scale nonlinear optimization for arbitrarily accurate
yet complex imaging models [1], [5], [8], [13], [14], [22],
computing perspective transformation matrix using over-determined linear equations [1], [7], [20], [23], [32], two-plane
methods [12], [17], [31], and the four-step procedure [24],
[10], [11]. Recently, the self-calibration for active vision systems has become the focal point for many research projects
in camera calibration [4], [9], [15], [16], [19], [32]. A survey
of camera calibration methods and models, especially on historic works, can be found in [3]. Generally, the intrinsic and
extrinsic camera parameter calibrations are treated and solved
simultaneously in those works.
In this paper, we will exclusively deal with the extrinsic
parameter calibration problem for multiple camera systems.
Specifically, our problem is to determine the 3-D position and
orientation of a camera frame relative to other camera frames
for the purpose of inferring 3-D information from computer
image coordinates generated by multiple cameras. We are focused on the type of applications where repeated calibration of
extrinsic parameters is mandated while the intrinsic parameter
calibration needs to be conducted only once. Therefore, it will
be assumed that the calibration of intrinsic parameters has been
accomplished with the sufficient accuracy and the objective
here is to develop an efficient calibration procedure only for
extrinsic parameters in multiple camera systems [28].
Such applications can be found in vehicle guidance [2], [21],
[27], robotic vision, manufacturing processes, visual security
systems, 3-D traffic monitoring, automated 3-D survey of road
accident sites, field monitoring systems in mining operations,
and motion estimation using airborne camera systems [27]. In
those applications, position and orientation of cameras are subject to constant, random and significant disturbances due to motion, thermal effects, environmental variation, or other unpredictable factors, and thus the relative position and orientation
among cameras must be calibrated repeatedly for extracting any
meaningful 3-D information from computer images. In many
cases, such as vehicle guidance and robotic vision, real-time information are critical for successful applications. Therefore, an
efficient extrinsic parameter calibration procedure that requires
less preparation in setup and computation in processing would
be extremely useful in those applications.
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Fig. 2.

Relative world coordinate system and camera world coordinate system.

where
(3)
Fig. 1.

World and image frames for multiple cameras.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
basic idea and the corresponding equations for extrinsic parameter calibration of multiple camera systems. The main results
of this paper is presented in Section III: The improved calibration equations that requires only relative position information
of calibration points, and separates the rotational parameters
from the translational parameters of homogeneous transformation matrices between camera coordinate systems. A two-variable approach for solving the calibration equations and its numerical analysis is conducted in Section IV. Equations for 3-D
measurement and matching line in general cases are given in
Section V. Sensitivity and error analysis to image resolution for
digital cameras are performed in Section VI. Finally, Section
VII concludes the discussion with suggestions for future work.
II. BASIC IDEA: THE RELATIVE WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEM
Fig. 1 illustrates the basic geometry of the camera model and
coordinate frame system. As pointed out earlier, we assume all
intrinsic parameters of cameras have been calibrated and the
problem here is to calibrate the coordinate frame transformations between cameras for the purpose of 3-D measurement.
is the 3-D camera coordinate
From Fig. 1,
is the corresponding image coordisystem and
nate system for camera . For the sake of simplicity, we assume
camera world and image coordinate axes are identical, and
are the optical axis of camera and the distance from the center
and to the lens center is equal to the focal length of
of
camera .
Image coordinate and world coordinate
, are related by
[6]

and
and
is the homogenous transformation between
are rotational matrix and translational vector, representing
and
, rethe relative orientation and position between
spectively.
The extrinsic calibration problem is to determine transformafor the multiple
tion matrices
, we deal with common stereo
cameras system. When
camera systems.
To solve this problem, many methods have been proposed
[3], [24]. However, most of those methods calibrate either intrinsic parameters specifically or both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters simultaneously. Thus, they are not efficient calibration
methods for the type of applications considered in this paper.
In our previous effort, we had tried to establish an efficient extrinsic calibration procedure for stereo camera systems based
on the concept of a virtual world coordinate system [21], [25].
Here, we improve our previous result by eliminating all absolute position terms from the calibration equations.
Let be a world coordinate system [see Fig. 2(a)], called the
relative world coordinate system (RWCS),
be the transforto , then it is easy to show that [6]
mation matrix from
(4)
where and are the corresponding rotation matrix and translation vector, respectively.
Now, we can show that the absolute position and orientation
. To
information of RWCS is not required for calculating
do this, assume is moved to , through a transformation ,
and
and
are the transformation matrices between
and
and , respectively [see Fig. 2(b)]. Then

(1)
Therefore
World coordinate
by

and

of camera and

or

are related

(2)

which indicates that the absolute position and orientation of
is not needed, and only relative information is required.
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Based on this idea, one only needs to find and
for cal, thus single camera calibration techniques can be
culating
used for calibration of multiple cameras system. For example,
Wang and Shi [21] have shown that

would lead to large numerical
the selection of
errors in both the rotational and translational parameters [21].
In this paper, we will present an improved version of the
above results and a systematic, not ad hoc, derivation for calibration equations, show analytically that solution is independent of
selection and the more reference points will lead to a
very robust calibration solution with respect to the selection of
the initial guess of rotational parameters.
III. IMPROVED CALIBRATION EQUATIONS

(5)
are reference points in RWCS,
is the projection coordinates of
in image
and
are th row of rotation matrix
plane , and
and th element of translation vector , respectively.
Since these equations are nonlinear for unknown rotational
and translation parameters, a closed form solution is difficult
to get and a numerical method should be used. However, these
equations can be decomposed into two groups. The first group
involves only rotational parameters which are nonlinear and
should be solved numerically [21]

be
reference points,
Let
which are given and defined in the relative world coordinate
system, and
(7)

where

Correspondingly
or
where
is the coordinate of
in camera world coordinate
.
system
Assume the yaw-pitch-roll Euler angles representation for rotation

(8)

, and are yaw, pitch
where
and roll, respectively.
From (1), in terms of rows of the rotation matrix and components of the translational vector, we have
(6)

(9a)

Using Euler representation for rotation matrix , three Euler
angles can be found by solving (6). The next step is to consider
(5) as the second group of equations for translation vector only.
Since they are linear in terms of , an analytical solution can
be found. In theory, we can use three of these equations to find
. However, to reduce the noise effects caused by image acquisition and processing, a least square solution has been used.
, the least solution is given
Rewriting (5) in the form
by

(9b)
For any two-point

and

, we have

Some detail discussion of the above procedure has been given
in [21]. Based on the Newton-Broyden method and numerical
simulations, it has been found that: 1) the correct solution for
rotational parameters can be obtained as long as the initial guess
is within the neighborhood of 30 from the real solution; 2)
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which leads to (10a) and (10b), shown at the bottom of the page,
where

1)

From the first two equations in (13), solve a linear
equation to find

so that
Since (10a) and (10b) should lead to the same solution for
we find

,
(14)

(11a)
2)

where and are the solution from the above linear
equation. Equation (14) can be used to find uniquely
and
are given.
since both
Solve the third equation in (13) and following equation
for and :

(11b)
(11c)
, (11a), (11b), and (11c) lead to the same equation
when
as the following:

(12)
in (11a) and
Using (12) to eliminate
arrive at the following set of equations:

in (11b), we

(15)
The condition number of
can be used to select
among
.
Generally, multiple solutions still exist from the proposed calibration algorithm. In this case, additional equations from other
reference points can be used to eliminate the false solutions, and
make the calibration solution more robust with request to the selection of the initial guess of rotational parameters.
Once rotational parameters have been found, we can use (10a)
and (10b) to obtain the translation vector . To reduce the noise
effect, we can use the average
(16)

(13a)
(13b)

where
and
are obtained from (10a) and (10b) based on
.
reference point
can be found from (4)
Finally, transformation matrices of

(13c)

(17)

which are called the basic calibration equations for rotational
deparameters. Clearly, (13) shows that rotational matrix
of reference points
pends only on the relative information
, and particularly, is independent of
selection.
Equation (13) involves three Euler angles, yaw, pitch, and
roll; to solve them more effectively, we propose the following
algorithm.

(18)
Clearly, the above equations indicate that no absolute information is needed for calculating the transformation matrix beis retween any two cameras, only the relative information

(10a)

(10b)
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quired, and especially, translation vector is independent of
selection.
A detailed numerical simulation of the improved calibration
equation and the proposed solution procedure is given in the
following section.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED
SOLUTION PROCEDURE
To show the effectiveness of the improved calibration equation and the proposed two-variable solution procedure, we
have conducted extensive numerical analysis with a standard
Matlab function Fminsearch, a subroutine for multidimensional
unconstrained nonlinear minimization based on Nelder-Mead
method [18]. Many other more effective methods, such as
Newton-Broyden method, are available for solving the basic
calibration equation, we select Fminsearch due to its wide
availability and the convenience to repeat and compare the
results.
and , shown in the
As the first step, we can easily find
are the
equation at the bottom of the page, where
corresponding constants that can be determined from (13a) and
(13b).
can be used to select
In general, the condition number of
. When the condition numbers are all reasonable, we should
choose the variable with the least knowledge regarding its real
, i.e., yaw as in our simuvalue. However, we will take
lation here. In order to maintain the orthogonality of the rotation
have been solved, will be calculated
matrix, once and
as

mm
cm
Parameters for Fminsearch

In all computations, the total calibration equation residual and
parameter error are defined and measured by
residual of (13c)

residual of (15)

In sequel, we discuss the sensitivity to initial guesses for threepoint calibration versus four-point calibration, two-variable solution procedure versus three-variable solution procedure, as
well as the sensitivity to the depth variation.
A. Three-Point Versus Four-Point Calibrations
Figs. 3 and 4 indicate the sensitivity of the two-variable solution to initial guesses for the three-point and four-point calirepresents a correct
bration, respectively, where “ ” at
,“ ”a
solution has been obtained
, “0” no solution
false solution
, and “ ” the real solution. For camera 1 [Fig.
3(a) and (b)], the three-point calibration obtains 23 correct solutions, seven false solutions, while the four-point calibration
leads to 30 correct solutions, no false solution. For example, initial guess (10 , 90 ) leads to a final solution (48.29 , 118.61 )
for three-point calwith a calibration residual
. Similar result is found for camera 2
ibration with
(Fig. 4). Clearly, four-point calibration leads to a more robust
solution and is better than three-point calibration.

The following numerical values and parameters are used.
B. Three-Variable Versus Two-Variable Solution Procedures
Calibration Points
cm
cm
Parameters for Camera 1
mm
cm
Parameters for Camera 2

cm
cm

Fig. 5 shows the sensitivity of the three-variable solution
procedure to initial guesses for camera 1, with four-point
calibration. Comparing with Fig. 3(b), as we would expect
is close to its
intuitively, when the initial guess for yaw
actual value, the three-variable solution procedure is better
than the two-variable solution procedure [47 versus 30 correct
solutions, see Fig. 5(a)], while when the initial guess is far
from its real value, the three-variable procedure is far worse
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Fig. 3.

Sensitivity to initial guesses for camera 1. (a) Three-point calibration for camera 1. (b) Four-point calibration for camera 1.

Fig. 4.

Sensitivity to initial guesses for camera 2. (a) Three-point calibration for camera 2. (b) Four-point calibration for camera 2.

than the two-variable one [11 versus 30 correct solutions, 5
versus 0 false solution; see Fig. 5(b)]. However, in both cases
the three-variable procedure takes more computing time to
produce a solution than the two-variable procedure does. Since
when we have a
we should choose another parameter as
good guess of yaw, the two-variable solution procedure should
obtain results better than the three-variable procedure.

, there are vircalculated from initial guess
tually no changes in the calibration equation residual [all have
; see Fig. 6(a)], and rotational parameter error
the order of
; see Fig. 6(b)], for both three-point
[all have the order of
and four-point calibration method. This result is a natural consequence of our improved calibration equation and is quite different from the observation described in [21].

C. Sensitivity to Depth Variation

V. RECOVERING 3-D INFORMATION FROM MULTIPLE CAMERAS

To investigate the sensitivity of the calibration solution to
variation in how far the calibration points are from the cameras,
to camera 1 from
we vary the distance of calibration point
20 to 320 cm. We find almost no changes in the convergence of
the calibration solution. As one can see from Fig. 6(a) and (b),

Once the homogeneous transformation between
and
is determined, one will be able to find 3-D information of objects
in the common view field of two camera and , respect to their
own world coordinate systems. For example, if cameras and
are perfectly aligned and form a stereo camera with a baseline
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity to initial guesses for three-variable solution procedure. (a) Three-variable solution procedure: Initial Y
solution procedure: Initial Y = 10 degree.

= 40 degree. (b) Three-variable

Fig. 6. Calibration residual and solution error versus depth variation.

(the distance between the centers of the lenses; see Fig. 7),
then [6]

, and are 2 1 vector, and
where is a 2 2 matrix,
are two scalars. Then, (1) and (2) lead to the following equations
and
with respect to depth information

and
(19)

(22)

(20)

(23)

In the general case, rewrite rotation matrix and translation vector
as

Therefore, we find

(21)
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where

, and

Therefore, all image points corresponding to image point
lies on a straight line defined by (26). This constraint would
be useful in matching image points of world points on multiple cameras. It reduces the matching process from a two dimensional searching problem to a one dimensional searching
problem.
VI. ERROR AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR DIGITAL IMAGES

Fig. 7. Stereo camera model.

The results described in the previous sections are all based on
perfect analog images. However, in the actual applications, most
cameras are digital ones and image will be digitized into discrete
pixels. Therefore, we will investigate the effect of digital resolution on the sensitivity and accuracy of calibration solution, and
the corresponding error in 3-D measurement in this section.

where

A. Effect on Sensitivity to Initial Guesses

are 2 1 vectors.
Considering the noise effect, we can use the least square solution for calculating depth
(24)
A similar solution can be found for other cameras. Note that, in
order to find the 3-D information with respect to RWCS , we
must know . For a stereo camera, the above equation reduces
to (19).
from
Actually, one can solve for depth information and
(22) only, i.e.

and after eliminating
following equation:

and

from (23), one arrives at the

(25)
The above (25) implies a constraint between image and ,
and expending
therefore they are not independent. Given
(25), one find the following linear equation:
(26)

Fig. 8 shows the effect of digital resolution on the sensitivity
to initial guesses for camera 1 with an image of size 1 1 in
(2.54 2.54 cm) and digital resolution of 512 512 pixels. The
corresponding results for a perfect analog image are given in
and
degrees are used to
Fig. 3. However,
classify correct, false and no solution in this case. Therefore,
Figs. 3 and 8 can not be compared directly. Clearly, for digital
images, the four-point calibration is still much better than the
three-point calibration (the number of correct solution increases
to 31 from 26, while the number of false solution reduces to
10 from 15, from the four-point to three-point calibration); see
Fig. 8(a) and (b). Fig. 9 presents the percentages of correct and
false solutions when digital resolutions change from 32 32 to
1024 1024 pixels, numerical results indicate both percentages
are stable for digital resolution higher than 500 500 pixels.
B. Effect on Calibration Accuracy
Fig. 10 presents the effect of digital resolution on the calibration accuracy for rotational parameters, while Fig. 11 gives the
corresponding results for translational parameters. Initial guess
has been used in those calculations. Three
of
different depths have been used to include the depth effect. Both
figures indicate that the accuracies are stabilized after a digital
resolution of 500 500 pixels, while the close distances to the
camera along the optical axis will result in a better accuracy for
calibration equations, rotational and translation parameters.
C. Effect on Measurement Errors
Fig. 12 shows the effect of digital resolution on the measurement accuracy. Equations developed in Section V have been
used to calculate depth information Z and total position inforfor four calibration points. Fig. 12 gives the
mation
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2 512 Rresolution). (a) Three-point calibration for 512 2 512 resolution. (b) Four-point calibration

Correct and false solution versus digital resolution.

average depth and position errors for camera 1 and 2, when resolution changes from 32 32 to 1024 1024 pixels for three
(
cm with respect to
different depths of
camera 1). From those figures, the depth and total position errors behave very similar, but actual numerical values are different. As before, the results are stabilized after resolution has
reached 500 500 pixels, and the closer to cameras, the better
the accuracy.
In general cases, the effect of rotation parameter errors on
the measurement accuracy can be measured using the maximum
eigenvalue of the difference in rotation matrix. This can be seen
from (2) and (4)

or

Thus

or

where
and
are the maximum eigenvalue of rotation
matrix differences
and
, respectively.
Fig. 13(a) shows the changes of maximum eigenvalue for the
rotation matrix from camera 1 to RWCS , while Fig. 13(b)
shows the corresponding results for the rotation matrix from
to
camera 1 to camera 2, for three different depths from
camera 1.
Finally, Fig. 14 presents the effect of digital resolutions on
the matching lines on camera 1 for two image points
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Fig. 10. Calibration accuracy and rotational parameter error versus digital resolution.

Fig. 11.

Translational parameter error versus digital resolution. (a) Camera 1 to RWCS. (b) Camera 1 to Camera 2.

and
, respectively. It is
calculated by considering both calibration error and digitization error. Again, it indicates that for a resolution higher than
500 500 pixels, the matching line will be stabilized.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
An improved calibration equation for extrinsic parameter
calibration of multiple camera systems has been developed in
this paper. Based on the concept of a relative world coordinate
system, the improved calibration equation requires no absolute
position information of calibration points and separates the
rotational parameters from the translational parameters of

homogeneous transformation matrices between camera coordinate systems. A two-variable, instead of the commonly used
three-variable, numerical procedure for solving the calibration
equations has been proposed and its efficiency is demonstrated
through extensive numerical analysis. Equations for 3-D measurement in general cases have also been given in this paper.
Sensitivity and error analysis to image resolution for digital
cameras have been conducted in details and results indicate the
overall benefit of the improved calibration procedure.
Note that Matlab Fminsearch has been used exclusively for
all numerical analysis in this paper. We would like to emphasize
that its use is based purely on the consideration of convenience
and availability, and more effective methods must be used in real
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Fig. 12.

Position measurement error versus digital resolution.

Fig. 13.

Max eigenvalue of rotation matrix versus digital resolution. (a) Camera 1 to RWCS. (b) Camera 1 to Camera 2.

applications. New calibration equation solver and consideration
of real-time re-calibration will be the focus of our future investigation.
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